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Would you tell me, please,  
which way I ought to go from here?

l e w i s  c a r r o l l

Alice in Wonderland

Though you have the will of the wild birds
w.b . y e a t s

“He Wishes His Beloved Were Dead”
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Interrogation in the Celery Forest

We shoulder it onto the slab. 

It squirms. Water. Electric-white.

Raindrops fast into absence.

No bridge as believable as all this.

Pliers were used. And absence. 

A heart – skewered through skeins 

of red nets and milk from some aimless

animal on the drowning cloth. 

Now, intruder, bird’s-eye, pip,

you must answer.
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Sheet Lightning Isn’t Real Lightning,  
It’s Just Far Away

He sits in the balcony of the screened-in porch

absorbing night. The arc of his chair 

curves into radio-quiet. Called to her father’s lap, 

the young one sits. How will she recall 

the X-ray of the dark when the small 

world lit – green-fiery leaves about to burst, 

rows of houses shining like clocks –

sun gone to the backlit side of a cloud.
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What Birds They Were

They arrive, a cloud with wings and a brain –

they soar and hover, land on the celery trees. 

They cloak the leaves. Black fruit, seed eyes.

They become what they are –

human-watchers, staring at the frozen girl 

strewn on the lawn. They drop

her temperature. She feels snow, her blue 

lungs. Her mind floats – pastel clouds, 

a glint of buckle, high and dry in the bird-free air –

she coils lightning into the double helix of herself.
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Pact

I stole money to buy birds.

Planted them in the sky 

past the concrete fields –

I heard them singing 

to the dirt, clear as any tune 

lodged in the Celery Forest. 
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Flightmaps

Outside birds play house:

find the right mate; find 

the right tree. Flightmaps 

in air, the traffic of matter. 

There before

and there thereafter

they’ve stolen the hum 

from a mother’s mouth.

A coin falls into a piggy bank

and a girl draws flowers 

with a green pen.

A father, home 

from work, places 

comics on her desk. 

Richie Rich, Archie,

Casper the Friendly Ghost. She hears 

the revving silence 

of the Singer.
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Zipper

The fat tongue on his t-shirt

eager for flavour, and beneath it, the growing

pink he’d unzipped – no adults to tug

us back except this twist in the blood –

run! The mud soft-shucking our shoes –

don’t look, don’t fall –

she screamed between our broken breath –

you asked, you touched! – fast 

inside her cousin’s house

while I stood chained to the sound 

of the lock sliding time forward

and back into place like a zipper.
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Senior Class Trip

Her glazed eyes open to the hotel dark.

Watch it work through her sleep.

She bolts upright, mewling. The sight

she sees is not for us. Three roommates.

How well does one know the other?

Her white-clenched bedsheets are knuckled

tight. Caged, she spits gibberish in fast

random, a Zeppelin record playing 

backwards and all those touches 

pulsing from within, indenting from

a core so deep, whitewashing her face –

stop stop stop – she shoves the vastness off –

it comes back. We hear the grunt. 

We stand watching what happened happen

while below us the slaughter of New York

sirens are approaching some other terror.
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American Woodcock

Intruder among daffodils, tulips,

cryptic in the mean

neighbour’s garden, you sat

planted as a dare with your narrow 

bill of pale brown tipped 

like a dipping bird into a glass beaker

without the force for swinging back.

We wanted to jab you with our sticks,

make you twitch – bird puppet! –

avoid your poker beak;

cage you in a mist net. You just

sat there, caught in our own trap 

of indecision, until your short wings 

flipped air into flight –

leaving us wild for your name.
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Red-eyed Vireo

You are difficult to find 

among summer leaves, though I hear your song.

I place a pillow under my shoulder,

my arm behind my head.

Slowly, methodically, you scan the canopy for caterpillar prey, 

I still can’t see you.

I move the pads of my fingers

around my left breast.

From early morning to late evening, your incessant song, 

the same question and answer.

I use light, medium and firm

pressure. Still, you’re there.


